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telemedicine

Mindbowser Global Inc has launched a

new dedicated Healthcare practise to

serve healthcare companies looking for

Customize App Development, &

Telemedicine Apps

SAN FRANCISCO, UNITED STATES, May

26, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- San

Francisco based Mindbowser Global

Inc  has launched a new healthcare

practise to help tech entrepreneurs

and practitioners building healthcare

transformation solutions. The

dedicated practise will aim to provide

access to solution accelerators, compliance guidance and domain experts as well as personnel

all under one roof. 

The initiative will accelerate development of smart applications for patients, practitioners and

other stakeholders .

Speaking on this, Pravin Uttarwar, CTO at Mindbowser said, “Till date our custom solutions have

been like well arranged libraries of books, every client appreciated and got the best output of

it.”

He further added, “The best part about our healthcare initiative is that it is meant to specifically

serve to the need that the world faces. The entire humanity is now dependent on breakthroughs

in healthcare. As an advanced player in the ecosystem, the new initiative is a shot in the arm to

contribute more to the future.” 

“We are very excited about establishing the new practise. This is the outcome of the hard work

that we have invested for years in the mHealth space,” said Ayush Jain, CEO at Mindbowser.

As a concluding statement, Ayush Jain, the CEO, said, “Our solutions will pave the way for an

entirely new telemedicine experience.”  Also our partnerships with other players like

1uphealthand AWS is aimed to deliver cloud-based, scalable, and HIPAA compliant solutions to
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the patient, healthcare service providers, and hospitals.

About Mindbowser

Mindbowser Global Inc is a leading  digital transformation services provider working with global

brands aiding on their journey to digital transformation. Mindbowser offers a suite of products

and services around user experience, automation, analytics, and mobility that in turn helps

businesses become more efficient and improves profitability.

Just drop in your details here, and we'll have one of our experts talk to you in less than one

business day.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/517896839
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